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Many contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging are based on gadolinium, however side effects limit their use in some patients. Organic radical contrast agents (ORCAs) are potential alternatives, but are reduced rapidly in physiological conditions and have low relaxivities as single molecule contrast agents. Herein, we use a supramolecular strategy where cucurbit[8]uril binds with nanomolar affinities to ORCAs and protects them against biological reductants to create a stable radical in vivo. We further overcame the weak contrast by conjugating this complex on the surface of a self-assembled biomacromolecule derived from the tobacco mosaic virus.

Introduction

Of the many spatially resolved biomedical imaging techniques available, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is of particular importance in modern medicine due to its non-invasive nature, potential for high spatial resolution, tissue penetration, and lack of ionizing radiation. MRI relies on detecting the energy released over time by water protons returning to magnetic equilibrium after a radio frequency pulse has been applied. This relaxation rate—or relaxivity—is highly dependent on the chemical environment of the water. Since water intrinsically possesses low sensitivity to magnetic fields, contrast agents are used to increase the contrast between different features in the final image with the majority of modern MRI contrast agents based on Gd complexes. Although Gd has performed remarkably in clinical settings, concerns about its toxicity, especially for patients with impaired renal functionality, have catalysed efforts to design alternatives to Gd and other metal-based MRI contrast agents. Several types of metal-free contrast agents have been investigated with organic radical contrast agents (ORCAs) based on paramagnetic aminoxyl moieties showing significant promise. Aminoxyl ORCAs are distinguished by their compatibility with existing MRI techniques, enabling facile implementation in current clinical settings, and have low cytotoxicity and high biodegradability, reducing the potential for side effects. However, two major issues prevent aminoxyl-based ORCAs from replacing traditional contrast agents based on Gd: (i) their single unpaired electron provides weaker contrast compared to the seven unpaired electrons of Gd and (ii) they are reduced rapidly to MRI-silent hydroxylamines in physiological conditions by compounds including ascorbate, saccharides, and cysteine-rich proteins.

Contrast issues in ORCAs have improved greatly in recent years by attaching them to polymeric or biomacromolecular nanoparticle systems that both create high local concentrations of aminoxyl moieties and decrease the diffusion and rotational motion of the attached ORCAs. Because rotational correlation time is inversely proportional to relaxivity, attaching contrast agents onto large macromolecules will—in general—improve their performance. On the other hand, sensitivity to reduction in vivo has been more difficult to address as the reduction-oxidation (REDOX) potentials of aminoxyl radicals are such that they are quickly reduced in the high physiological concentrations of ascorbate. Strategies to overcome this have primarily focused on mitigating reduction by installing sterically hindered moieties around the aminoxyl radical and incorporating aminoxyl-containing molecules into macromolecular systems that shield the radical. Problematically, creating more steric bulk may also preclude water from interacting with the free electron, which is detrimental to good contrast; consequently, synthetic strategies to prevent reductants from reacting with the aminoxyl radical must conceptually
titrate good shielding of the relatively large reductants while not greatly inhibiting access of water.

In this work, we utilize a supramolecular strategy to overcome ORCAs’ poor relaxivity and high sensitivity toward reduction by fabricating a viral nanorod-based ORCA inclusion complex—specifically a semirrotaxane—wherein the macrocycle cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) binds with nanomolar affinities to TEMPO moieties that have been conjugated onto the exterior surface of an anisotropic virus-like particle (VLP). We also show that this architecture is effective at shielding the radicals from reduction by ascorbate while still allowing the exchange of water and providing high contrast in vivo. These results indicate that shielding of aminoxy radicals with macrocycles is a promising strategy in the pursuit of a persistent ORCA viable for clinical applications.

Results and discussion

To achieve maximum contrast, many types of nanomaterials have been investigated for their potential as platforms for aminoxy-based MRI contrast agents. Relative to silica, synthetic polymer, or metallic nanoparticles, VLPs offer the advantages of monodispersity, high functionalizability, and high biodegradability.\cite{46–52} VLPs are self-assembled macromolecular structures composed of tens to thousands of individual protein subunits. The particular VLP utilized in this study is the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), a 300 × 18 nm rod-shaped plant virus with a central 4 nm pore along its axis of symmetry. The ease of synthetic modification and its resilience under a wide range of temperatures, solvents, and pH values have allowed TMV to function as a versatile platform in VLP technology for applications involving biomedicine and stimulus-responsive materials. Each virus is composed of 2130 identical self-assembled 17.5 kDa coat proteins\cite{53–55} (Scheme 1) of which, tyrosine 139 (Y139), located on the outer surface of the rod is solvent exposed and available for functionalization.\cite{56–59} To this exposed residue, we planned to conjugate a derivative of the aminoxy radical TEMPO, compound 6, featuring an ammonium for enhanced binding of CB[8].

Various derivatives of TEMPO have been shown\cite{60–65} to bind CB[8] and we predicted that the amine in 6 would offer enhanced binding through an extra ion–dipole interaction with the oxygens in the crown of the macrocycle. Molecular dynamics equilibrium and free energy simulations of the CB[8]⊃6 inclusion complex establish the stability and precise location of TEMPO within the CB[8] cavity and quantify the accessibility to solvent water molecules of the TEMPO oxygen radical. Through equilibrium, adaptive biasing force, and umbrella sampling simulations we computed the free energy to reversibly remove TEMPO from the CB[8] cavity (Fig. S13†). From these data the equilibrium position of the TEMPO ring is 0.85 Å above the plane of the CB[8] ring and centred within it. From equilibrium simulations we observe that water hydrogen atoms are found preferentially a distance of 2 Å from the TEMPO oxygen radical (Fig. S14†). On average, one water hydrogen atom is found within 2.6 Å of the TEMPO oxygen radical. A representative snapshot of the CB[8] and TEMPO molecules along with the water molecule containing this hydrogen atom is shown in Scheme 1D and Fig. S15.† Since this water molecule is surrounded by other solvent water molecules, the water exchange needed to generate the MRI contrast is readily apparent. Prior to the conjugation of 6 to TMV, the binding of 6 to CB[8] was probed via isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) (Fig. S9†). The $K_a$ value for the CB[8]⊃6 complex was determined to be $5.8 \times 10^{-7}$ [4.1 × 10$^{-7}$ to 7.9 × 10$^{-7}$] M at 68.3% confidence interval as determined using error-surface projection see ESI†—this nanomolar affinity between 6 and CB[8] is on par with many antibody-substrate binding affinities. This suggests CB[8]⊃6 should remain associated under concentrations and time scales relevant for MRI contrast agents in murine models.

Compound 6 was attached to TMV by first conjugating an alkyne handle to Y139 (Scheme 1) via a diazonium coupling reaction to produce TMV-Aky. Following this, a copper-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) between TMV-Aky and 6 produced TMV-6. As seen in Fig. 1B, ESI-MS confirmed quantitative conversions of the TMV coat proteins while TEM (Fig. 1A) and SEC (Fig. 1C) show that the size and morphology of the TMV rods were unaltered following bioconjugation. Finally, the EPR spectrum of the TMV-6 conjugate (Fig. 1D) shows a characteristic triplet centred at a g-value of 2.007 corresponding to $^{14}$N (I = 1; A ~ 45 MHz). The spectrum of 6 contains sharp peaks and isotropic g/A values that are characteristic of the rotational averaging found in small molecules. The spectrum of TMV-6 contains broad peaks, anisotropic g/A values,
and a lower S/N ratio relative to the spectrum of 6. These differences between the spectra are attributed to the reduction of rotational and translational mobility upon attachment of 6 to the TMV rod. The high density of amine oxyl radicals on the surface of TMV can also allow for dipole spin exchange, which also results in peak broadening.66,67

Since the properties of small molecules can change upon conjugation to proteins, we investigated the binding of CB[8] to TMV-6 following the confirmation of the TMV-6 conjugate. Since the solutions of TMV-6 at concentrations required for ITC characterization were subject to viscosity and adhesion issues, a fluorescence titration was used instead to determine a dissociation constant. In this case, neither TMV-6 nor CB[8] contain fluorophores, so a competitive binding strategy incorporating a fluorophore was implemented. Acridine-3,6-diamine, or proflavin (PF), is an acridine derivative that is fluorescent as a free molecule in aqueous solutions, but its fluorescence becomes quenched68,69 upon binding inside the cavity of CB[8]. A fluorescence titration of increasing concentrations of TMV-6 (0–20 μM relative to TEMPO) titrated into solutions with a constant concentration of the CB[8]·PF (0.2 μM) complex was performed. Upon the addition of increasing concentrations of TMV-6, the observed fluorescence of PF increased (Fig. S12†). Upon fitting these results to the observed fluorescence intensities, the $K_d$ value for the CB[8]·TMV-6 complex was determined to be $3.8 \pm 0.5 \times 10^{-7}$ M. The reasons for the modest increase in binding affinity of the CB[8]·TMV-6 complex relative to the CB[8]·6 complex is not yet fully known, but the binding is still high enough to be relevant for the purposes of the ORCA design. Taken as a whole, the fluorescence titration experiments suggest that CB[8] molecules can bind to the TEMPO moieties conjugated onto the exterior surface of TMV to form a semirotaxane.

After establishing that CB[8] binds strongly to TMV-6, the relaxation behaviour of the TEMPO moieties was evaluated to determine the suitability of the semirotaxane as an ORCA. Relaxation behaviour is dependent on several factors, with magnetic field strength and solvent exchange being major examples. While maintaining a constant magnetic field strength of 1 T, longitudinal ($T_1$) and transverse ($T_2$) relaxation values were obtained for varying concentrations of TMV-6 in the presence and absence of CB[8] (Fig. 2). Relaxivity values ($r_1$ and $r_2$) were derived from a linear fit of the inverse relaxation data. When compared to the small molecule TEMPO control, the TMV-6 conjugate exhibits a five-fold increase in $r_1$ going from a modest 0.6 mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ to 2.9 mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$—rivaling that of clinically available Gd-DOTA (Table S2†) at the field strengths tested. For the supramolecular systems, the small molecule complex CB[8]·6 has very poor $r_1$ values, which are similar to that of bulk water$^{70} (0.2 \pm 0.1$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$); however, conjugating CB[8]·6 to TMV yields an order of magnitude enhancement in relaxivity (to $1.9 \pm 0.1$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$). These enhancements from conjugation to TMV are readily explained by the limited molecular motion provided by the attachment of TEMPO moieties to TMV. The modest difference in $r_1$ values between TMV-6 and CB[8]·TMV-6 likely arises from restriction of the exchange of bulk water to the TEMPO radical by the CB[8]. Likewise, $r_2$ values were enhanced by more than an order of magnitude from conjugation of CB[8]·6 to TMV (Table S2†). Curiously, the CB[8] had a much more pronounced attenuating effect on $r_2$ relative to $r_1$. Nevertheless, the transverse and longitudinal relaxivities obtained by our experiments are comparable to clinically available Gd-DOTA, demonstrating the potential of CB[8]·6 as an ORCA candidate.

**Fig. 1.** Characterization of TMV after bioconjugation reactions. (A) TEM image of TMV-6. (B) Bioconjugation of the TEMPO radical to TMV was confirmed via ESI-MS. The peak at 17 534 m/z corresponds to native TMV. The peak at 17 662 m/z corresponds to TMV-Aky. The peak at 17 958 m/z corresponds to TMV-6. The spectrum corresponding to TMV-6 confirms complete conversion of TMV-Aky to TMV-6. (C) The integrity of the TMV rods after modification was confirmed by SEC. The single peak in the chromatograms (at 260 nm) of the modified TMV samples demonstrates that the bioconjugation reactions did not compromise the morphology of the TMV rods. (D) X-Band EPR spectra of nTMV, TMV-6, and TMV-6 with CB[8]. The samples were prepared in capillary tubes to minimize interactions between high dielectric aqueous solvent and the electric field of the incident microwave radiation.

**Fig. 2.** Plots of (A) $1/T_1$ (s$^{-1}$) and (B) $1/T_2$ (s$^{-1}$) versus [TEMPO] (mM) for TMV-6 and compound 6 in the absence and presence of CB[8] at 43 MHz in KP buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) @ 310 K.
that our semirotaxane provides the contrast required to function \textit{in vivo}.

Having characterized the NMR relaxation properties of the semirotaxane and establishing its ability to function as an ORCA, we sought to investigate the shielding performance of the semirotaxane architecture. The rapid reduction of aminoxyl radicals to hydroxylamines in the presence of physiologically relevant reducing agents is well known. Ascorbate is one example of these reducing agents and is commonly utilized for reduction experiments owing to its ubiquity in the human body and its extensively studied redox properties. Upon the addition of a sodium ascorbate (10 equivalents per TEMPO moiety) solution in KP buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) to solutions of TMV-6 in the absence and presence of CB[8] (10 equivalents per TEMPO moiety), EPR spectra of the TMV conjugates were collected over 2 h (Fig. 3). EPR intensities were fitted under pseudo-first-order conditions. The pseudo-first-order rate constant for the reduction of TEMPO, \( k \), was determined to be \( 1.6 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} \) (time constant \( t_{1/2} \) = 7.2 min) for TMV-6 in the absence of CB[8] and \( 2.0 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-5} \text{s}^{-1} \) (time constant \( t_{1/2} \) = 577.6 min) for TMV-6 in the presence of CB[8].

To the best of our knowledge, this two-order of magnitude rate reduction of aminoxyl, ORCAs thus far (Table S1†). The substantial decrease in the reduction rate of TEMPO suggests strongly that the CB[8] in the semirotaxane architecture effectively shields the aminoxyl radical from ascorbate. We were able to fully demonstrate the high contrast enhancement and stability of ORCA \textit{in vivo} as shown in Fig. 3C. We injected equal concentrations of CB[8] \( \supseteq \text{TMV-6} \) (green circle) and TMV-6 (orange circle) into the thigh of a Balb/C mouse. Both probes initially showed bright contrast in the muscle; however, TMV-6 began to lose contrast quickly, with most signal gone after 2 h, in agreement with our EPR results.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the enhancement of the survivability of aminoxyl radicals in the presence of ascorbate \textit{via} shielding with CB[8]. The attachment of TEMPO derivatives onto the exterior surface of TMV results in a conjugate that provides enhanced \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) relaxation properties relative to small molecule aminoxyl radicals. The addition of CB[8] to the TMV conjugate forms a semirotaxane ORCA where the TEMPO moieties are encaged by CB[8]. The CB[8] can sterically shield the aminoxyl radical from reduction by ascorbate while still allowing for the exchange of water. Although the CB[8] also reduces the contrast strength of the ORCA compared to its unshielded form, the contrast strength is still higher than that of small molecule aminoxyl radicals and close to that of Gd-DOTA (Table S2†). Most importantly, the ORCA can survive in the presence of ascorbate for periods of time that exceed—to the best of our knowledge (Table S1†)—currently known aminoxyl-based ORCAs by 20-fold.

Our results indicate that with the combined approach of (i) utilizing macrocycles for steric shielding to inhibit reduction \textit{in vivo} along with (ii) enhancing \( T_1 \) relaxivity by conjugating these supramolecular agents to biomacromolecular scaffolds, ORCAs are moving closer to clinically viable contrast agents.
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